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Global technology consulting services and cloud integration firm iTalent recently
launched a content translator application now available on the Oracle Marketing
AppCloud. This new Lingotek Translation for Oracle Eloqua application helps
marketers speed time to market and reduce expense by rapidly translating content
with Oracle Marketing Cloud, as Vicky Sleight, Head of iTalent, Europe, explains.
She says iTalent is planning on launching more cloud integration applications in the
near future.
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are unique and extend the capabilities of
leading technology platforms,” says
Vicky.
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the value of Oracle Eloqua. “We were
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introduced to Lingotek through one of

in this area,” Vicky concludes.

our technology partners looking to
extend their capabilities to address a
need in the marketplace. From our first
application integration, we realised we
could do more together than either of us
could do alone. The best partnerships
are ones where we achieve true
synergy.”
With the recent launch of the Lingotek
Translation for Oracle Eloqua app on
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products not only demonstrates our

